
Finally an “EASY” button for filing
Crop Insurance Claims!     

Don’t let your customers be left behind in the 
next wave of data  advancement. Topcon 
Agriculture and MyAgData have been 
collaborating to improve the ability to capture 
and submit field records electronically, in an 
easy and streamlined way. 

You and/or your crop insurance clients will be 
be able to use the “Report My Acres”
button displayed prominently on Topcon’s 
Cloud based platform TAP, in 2019.

“Report My Acres” via TAP means your 
customers could basically submit harvest and 
planting data to their crop insurance company, 
electronically from their own offices.
 

Crop insurance service providers will have the 
option to use Topcon/MyAgData precision ag 
data to complete the MPCI acreage report.
 
Another major benefit is how this partnership 
will simplify the use of yield monitor data by 
automatically creating electronic calibration 
reports and provide a calibrated yield by field. 

This information can be used to streamline 
the claims process, so that claim remittance 
to producers can happen much faster. 

A noted Crop Insurance Executive said, “The partnership between Topcon and MyAgData will reduce the amount of time a 
producer has to spend in reporting their acreage and production information to their agent.”
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Make Your Grain Cart Smarter.
Topcon and MyAgData are working to align with 
the USDA, to enable grain cart scale data to be an 
accepted and recognized source of field data, 
from which to validate an insurance 
reimbursement claim.

Grain carts with scales must have the most 
current scale head to interact with TAP.  Make sure 
they have a Digi-Star GT560 with GPS and are 
App enabled.

Order at: digi-star.com or contact your grain 
cart dealer. 
 

Topcon Agriculture and MyAgData solution aligns 
with RMA reporting rules to streamline the crop 
insurance submission process. Topcon’s harvest 
reporting system, powered by Digi-Star sets the 
industry standard for accuracy and simplicity by 
providing mobile scale systems. These ultra-
reliable systems are now connected to the Cloud 
for easy data retrieval to make farmers’ lives 
easier, and helps them get paid faster. 

By upgrading legacy Digi-Star scale indicators 
(such as: GT400 or GT460), growers can have 
both accurate scale weights and moisture data in 
the field, regardless of brand or model of combine.
Then connecting to a user friendly Cloud based 
platform like TAP, allows harvest data to be 
submitted with a simple push of a button. 

Digi-Star scale systems have always provided the 
utility of accurate and reliable weighing, and 
include a check combine calibration tool. 

By submitting electronic data files from TAP, you 
no longer have to gather different data layers in 
paper form and assemble them into a claim 
package for submission. 

“Growers benefit by using the accurate and auditable field data created by the equipment ‘As Planted’ for their USDA acreage report,”says 
Deb Casurella, CEO of MyAgData. “Premium savings resulting from reporting actual acres can be significant, and harvest reporting using 
yield monitor data combined with electronic scale data allows AIPS to get checks into the hands of producers quickly following a loss.”
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